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1.1 Introduction

One of the key challenges for the medicinal chemist today is the modulation and mediation of the potency of a small-molecule therapeutic against its biological target. In addition, it is essential to ensure that the molecule reaches its target effectively while also ensuring that it satisfies necessary safety requirements. One of the most significant approaches to assist in efficiently navigating the available chemistry space is that of bioisosteric replacement.

This book, the first dedicated solely to the subject of bioisosterism, covers the field from the very beginning to its development as a reliable and well-used approach to assist in drug design. This book is split into four parts. The first part covers the principles and theory behind isosterism and bioisosterism. The second part investigates methods that apply knowledge bases of experimental data from a variety of sources to assist in decision making. The third part reports on the four main computational approaches to bioisosteric identification and replacement using molecular properties, topology, shape, and protein structure. This book concludes with real-world examples of bioisosterism in application and a collection of reflections and perspectives on bioisosteric identification and replacement from many of the current leaders in the field.

This chapter provides an overview of the history of bioisosterism from its beginning in the early twentieth century to the present day. We also provide an overview of the importance of judicious bioisosteric replacement in lead optimization to assist in the path toward a viable clinical candidate and, ultimately, a drug.

1.2 Isosterism

James Moir [1] first considered isosterism in all but name, in 1909. It was not until 1919 that the term isosterism was given to this phenomenon by Irving Langmuir [2] in his landmark paper “Isomorphism, isosterism and covalence.” The focus of this
early isosterism work was on the electronic configuration of atoms. Langmuir used experiment to identify the correspondence between the physical properties of different substances. Langmuir, in accordance with the octet rule where atoms will often combine to have eight electrons in their valence shells, compared the number and arrangement of electrons between nitrogen, carbon monoxide, and the cyanogen ion and identified that these would be the same. This relationship was demonstrated to be true between nitrogen and carbon monoxide in terms of their physical properties. The same similarities were also reported between nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide when taking experimental data from Landolt–Börnstein’s tables and Abegg’s handbook (Table 1.1).

However, Langmuir identified one distinct property that is substantially different between nitrous oxide and carbon dioxide, the freezing point: $-102$ and $-56^\circ C$, respectively. Evidence for this was assumed to be due to the freezing point being “abnormally sensitive to even slight differences in structure.”

With this observation of the correlation between the structure and arrangement of electrons with physical properties, Langmuir defined the neologism calling them isosteres, or isosteric compounds. Langmuir defined isosterism as follows:

“Comolecules are thus isosteric if they contain the same number and arrangement of electrons. The comolecules of isosteres must, therefore, contain the same number of atoms. The essential differences between isosteres are confined to the charges on the nuclei of the constituent atoms. Thus in carbon dioxide the charges on the nuclei of the carbon and oxygen atoms are 6 and 8, respectively, and there are $2 \times 8 + 6 = 22$ electrons in the molecule. In nitrous oxide the number of charges on the nitrogen nuclei is 7, but the total number of electrons in the molecule is again $2 \times 7 + 8 = 22$. The remarkable similarity of the physical properties of these two substances proves that their electrons are arranged in the same manner.”

### Table 1.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>$N_2O$</th>
<th>$CO_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Critical pressure (atm)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical temperature ($^\circ C$)</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viscosity at 20 $^\circ C$</td>
<td>$148 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$148 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat conductivity at 100 $^\circ C$</td>
<td>0.0506</td>
<td>0.0506</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of liquid at $-20^\circ C$</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>1.031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of liquid at $+10^\circ C$</td>
<td>0.856</td>
<td>0.858</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refractive index of liquid, D line, 16 $^\circ C$</td>
<td>1.193</td>
<td>1.190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric constant of liquid at 0 $^\circ C$</td>
<td>1.598</td>
<td>1.582</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnetic susceptibility of gas at 40 atm, 16 $^\circ C$</td>
<td>$0.12 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
<td>$0.12 \times 10^{-6}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solubility in water at 0 $^\circ C$</td>
<td>1.305</td>
<td>1.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solubility in alcohol at 15 $^\circ C$</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The list of isosteres that Langmuir described in 1919 is given in Table 1.2. Langmuir extended his concept of isosterism to predicting likely crystal forms using sodium and fluorine ions as exemplars, these having been solved by William Henry Bragg and William Lawrence Bragg – father and son who were together awarded the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1915. Since the magnesium and oxygen ions are isosteric with the sodium and fluorine ions, it follows that magnesium oxide will have a crystal structure that is identical to that of sodium fluoride.

In 1925, H.G. Grimm [3] extended the concept of isosterism, introduced by Langmuir, with Grimm’s hydride displacement law:

“Atoms anywhere up to four places in the periodic system before an inert gas change their properties by uniting with one to four hydrogen atoms, in such a manner that the resulting combinations behave like pseudoatoms, which are similar to elements in the groups one to four places, respectively, to their right.”

Therefore, according to this law, the addition of hydrogen to an atom will result in a pseudoatom with similar properties to the atom of the next highest atomic number. So, CH is isosteric with N and NH is isosteric with O and so on.
Beginning in 1932, Friedrich Erlenmeyer [4, 5] extended the concepts from Grimm further and the first applications of isosterism to biological systems. Erlenmeyer redefined isosteres as:

“...elements, molecules or ions in which the peripheral layers of electrons may be considered identical.”

In addition, Erlenmeyer also proposed the following three additions to the concept of isosteres:

1) All elements within the same group in the periodic table are isosteres of each other. Therefore, silicon and carbon are isosteres of each other, as are oxygen and sulfur.
2) Pseudoatoms are included to characterize groups that appear superficially different but are actually very similar in physical properties. Pseudohalogenes are an instance of this class, where Cl ≈ CN ≈ SCN, and so on.
3) Finally, ring equivalences are included to permit isosteric matches between different ring systems. One example is the isosteric properties between benzene and thiophene, where −CH=CH− ≈ −S−.

It was with Erlenmeyer that the concept of bioisosterism was introduced to differentiate from classical isosteres, ensuring its relevance to medicinal chemistry. The introduction of ring equivalences is significant. This was the formalization of what we consider to be a bioisosteric comparison and is the first definition of most relevance to medicinal chemistry.

### 1.3 Bioisosterism

Classical isosteres are traditionally categorized into the following distinct groupings [6]:

1) Monovalent atoms or groups.
2) Divalent atoms or groups.
3) Trivalent atoms or groups.
4) Tetrasubstituted atoms.
5) Ring equivalents.

A number of classical bioisosteric examples are provided in Table 1.3 that illustrate typical replacements possible in each of these five groups.

However, more recent definitions of isosterism, and more specifically bioisosterism, relax these constraints and permit bioisosteric pairings between moieties that do not necessarily contain the same number of atoms. Specifically, nonclassical bioisosteres include the addition of the following two groups:

1) Rings versus acyclic structures.
2) Exchangeable groups.
The origins of classical isosterism focused largely on the electronic similarity of groups rather than their functional similarity. As investigation into the field progressed, it became obvious that these very defined rules on isosterism, although powerful, were restrictive in particular to medicinal chemistry. The addition of the latter two groups for nonclassical bioisosteres permitted the mimicking of spatial arrangements, electronic properties, or another physicochemical property that is important for biological activity.

In extending and broadening the purer rules of classical isosterism, two scientists are credited with progressing the field of bioisosterism: Friedman and Thornber. In 1951, Friedman [7] provided the first definition closest to what we call bioisosterism today:

“[bioisosteres are structural moieties] which fit the broadest definition of isosteres and have the same type of biological activity.”

With this definition, the generalization of what constitutes bioisosterism was formed. However, this definition really only considers the macromolecular recognition of bioisosteres, which is of course highly important, but largely ignores the specifics of the numerous other physicochemical properties that are optimized in a medicinal chemistry project. Friedman’s definition was followed in 1979 with the much less specific definition from Thornber [8] of bioisosteres and nonclassical bioisosteres:

“Bioisosteres are groups or molecules which have chemical and physical similarities producing broadly similar biological properties.”

### Table 1.3 Some examples of classical bioisosteres – groups in each row are equivalent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monovalent bioisosteres</th>
<th>Divalent bioisosteres</th>
<th>Trivalent atoms or groups</th>
<th>Tetrasubstituted atoms</th>
<th>Ring equivalents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F, H</td>
<td>–C=S, –C=O, –C=NH, –C=C–</td>
<td>–CH=, –N=, –P=, –As=</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH, NH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F, OH, NH, or CH₃ for H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SH, OH</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cl, Br, CF₃</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The origins of classical isosterism focused largely on the electronic similarity of groups rather than their functional similarity. As investigation into the field progressed, it became obvious that these very defined rules on isosterism, although powerful, were restrictive in particular to medicinal chemistry. The addition of the latter two groups for nonclassical bioisosteres permitted the mimicking of spatial arrangements, electronic properties, or another physicochemical property that is important for biological activity.

In extending and broadening the purer rules of classical isosterism, two scientists are credited with progressing the field of bioisosterism: Friedman and Thornber. In 1951, Friedman [7] provided the first definition closest to what we call bioisosterism today:

“[bioisosteres are structural moieties] which fit the broadest definition of isosteres and have the same type of biological activity.”

With this definition, the generalization of what constitutes bioisosterism was formed. However, this definition really only considers the macromolecular recognition of bioisosteres, which is of course highly important, but largely ignores the specifics of the numerous other physicochemical properties that are optimized in a medicinal chemistry project. Friedman’s definition was followed in 1979 with the much less specific definition from Thornber [8] of bioisosteres and nonclassical bioisosteres:

“Bioisosteres are groups or molecules which have chemical and physical similarities producing broadly similar biological properties.”
At first reading, this definition looks somewhat similar to Friedman’s, but it is the relevant importance of chemical and physical similarities that differentiates this from Friedman’s definition. In addition to this definition, Thornber also defined eight parameters that could be considered in making an alteration to a structural moiety to elicit a bioisosteric pairing:

1) Size: molecular weight.
2) Shape: bond angles and hybridization states.
3) Electronic distribution: polarizability, inductive effects, charge, and dipoles.
4) Lipid solubility.
5) Water solubility.
6) $\text{pK}_a$.
7) Chemical reactivity, including likelihood of metabolism.
8) Hydrogen bonding capacity.

Depending on the particular property that is modified by a bioisosteric replacement, the result will typically fall into one or more of the following:

1) **Structural**: Structural moieties often have a role in maintaining a preferred conformation and parameters such as size and bond angle play a key role in achieving this. Typically, this is particularly relevant for moieties that are embedded deep within the overall chemical structure. Scaffold hopping can be seen as an example of this, where the relative geometries of the exit vectors have a very low tolerance to modification.

2) **Receptor interactions**: When the moiety that is being replaced interacts directly with a receptor or enzyme, then the most relevant parameters will be size, shape, electronic properties, $\text{pK}_a$, chemical reactivity, and hydrogen bonding.

3) **Pharmacokinetics**: Quite often during and after optimization of the direct biological response, it will be important to also optimize the absorption, transport, and excretion properties of the molecule. In these situations, the most important parameters to consider are lipophilicity, hydrophilicity, hydrogen bonding, and $\text{pK}_a$.

4) **Metabolism**: A particular moiety may be involved in blocking or assisting with metabolism. Chemical reactivity is therefore an important property to optimize. Thornber gave the example of chloro and methyl groups on benzene being potentially interchangeable for some situations. However, the toluene derivative could be metabolized to a benzoic acid with the result being a short half-life or unexpected side effects.

These four key generalized parameters, with specific properties governing the optimization of each, provide what can be formalized as the changes that may be made in lead optimization to provide guidance on the optimization of functional groups that are bioisosteric.

In 1991, Alfred Burger [9] defined bioisosterism as:

“Compounds or groups that possess near-equal molecular shapes and volumes, approximately the same distribution of electrons, and which exhibit similar physicochemical properties...”
Burger’s definition succinctly defines bioisosteres including all of the aforementioned extensions defined by other scientists in the field. The next section focuses on the specific improvements in lead optimization that can be gained by prudent application of the concepts of bioisosterism.

1.4
Bioisosterism in Lead Optimization

One of the processes where bioisosteric replacement can have a substantial impact, particularly in the discovery of a novel small-molecule therapeutic, is in the lead optimization stage of a drug discovery project. Once a lead molecule has been identified, the medicinal chemist is faced with the considerable challenge of making small, defined changes to an identified core structure (also chemotype or scaffold) by the addition or substitution of functional groups to test specific hypotheses. While the challenge of scaffold hopping (the replacement of the functional or specific exit geometries of a molecular scaffold) is important, this challenge will only be considered as a subset of bioisosteric replacement in this book [14–18].

1.4.1
Common Replacements in Medicinal Chemistry

When considering a medicinal chemistry project where a lead molecule has been identified, and also chemical handles, to permit the synthesis of many analogues, the project team will identify substituents that are potential bioisosteric replacements using a number of different methods. Many of these methods will be discussed in Parts Two and Three of this book from the literature and in silico modeling approaches, respectively. Southall and Ajay [10] reported a number of common medicinal chemistry bioisosteric replacements from kinase drug candidates (Table 1.4). Sildenafil (Viagra) \(\Rightarrow\) Vardenafil (Levitra) [PDE5 Inhibitor: Pfizer \(\Rightarrow\) Bayer AG, SP, GSK] Ciprofloxacin (Proquin) \(\Rightarrow\) Levofloxacin (Tavanic) [Antibacterial: Bayer AG \(\Rightarrow\) Sanofi-Aventis] Gefitinib (Iressa) \(\Rightarrow\) Erlotinib (Tarceva) [EGFR Inhibitor: AZ \(\Rightarrow\) Roche/ISI].

1.4.2
Structure-Based Drug Design

It is becoming increasingly common that protein–ligand cocrystal structures are available to assist early on in a drug design project. The inclusion of structural information allows the design of molecules that take into account what may or may not be tolerated in a particular position, according to the conformations of key protein structure residues. This is in contrast to only using the information within the ligands that have already been synthesized and tested. The latter can lead to the assumption that the bioisosteric replacement must have the same bulk properties as the original group or, more frequently, lead to inefficiency in the design process through the
Table 1.4 Common replacements in medicinal chemistry taken from the literature [10].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Replacement</th>
<th>Example #1</th>
<th>Example #2</th>
<th>Company #1, Company #2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Replacement 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Example #1 1" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Example #2 1" /></td>
<td>AstraZeneca, Wyeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Replacement 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Example #1 2" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Example #2 2" /></td>
<td>Wyeth, Amgen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Replacement 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Example #1 3" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Example #2 3" /></td>
<td>Pfizer, Wyeth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image10" alt="Replacement 4" /></td>
<td><img src="image11" alt="Example #1 4" /></td>
<td><img src="image12" alt="Example #2 4" /></td>
<td>Wyeth, AstraZeneca</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><img src="image13" alt="Replacement 5" /></td>
<td><img src="image14" alt="Example #1 5" /></td>
<td><img src="image15" alt="Example #2 5" /></td>
<td>Celltech, Amgen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Aventis, Novartis
University, Pfizer
Pfizer, University
Pfizer, Bristol-Myers-Squibb
Aventis, Merck
Aventis, Merck
Vertex, Celltech

\[ \text{Chemical Structures} \]

\[ \text{Aventis, Merck} \]

\[ \text{Pfizer, University} \]

\[ \text{University, Pfizer} \]

\[ \text{Aventis, Novartis} \]

\[ \text{Aventis, Merck} \]

\[ \text{Vertex, Celltech} \]
unnecessary synthesis of molecules that function only to probe functional group
tolerability at different positions on a molecule.

The application of protein structures to suggest bioisosteric replacements will be
covered more fully in Chapter 10.

1.4.3

Multiobjective Optimization

As has been discussed previously, lead optimization involves the separate, although
sometimes simultaneous, optimization of multiple parameters. When considering
replacement of key functional groups around a common molecular scaffold, the
chemical space of potential molecules that could be synthesized (assuming no issues
in terms of synthetic accessibility, stability, etc.) is the product of the number of
feasible replacement groups at each substitution point on the molecular scaffold.
For example, a project with one chemical scaffold that has three points of variation,
using a conservative set of 50 possible monomers at each substitution point,
generates a potential project chemical space (i.e., the set of all molecules that could
be synthesized) of 125 000. Typically, a medicinal chemistry project can only realize
the synthesis of a small proportion of these virtual compounds, for example,
approximately 1%. Therefore, the design of which molecules to synthesize and test
is of great importance to ensure that those molecules are most likely to fulfill the
design objectives.

To effectively and efficiently propose the most appropriate molecules for synthesis,
two key points should be considered by the project team: exploration and exploitation.
Exploration uses a molecular diversity measure to efficiently cover the space of
virtual molecules with an even distribution of known properties. This leads to a high
confidence that the entirety of the space is represented with as few molecules as
necessary to demonstrate regions of specific interest. This can be achieved using a
wide variety of diversity selection algorithms [11]. Here, the question being asked is
that of the entirety of the chemical space.

The coverage of diversity must also be balanced with the synthesis of very close
analogues to finesse those properties that are important for that specific project,
many of which have been defined already in this chapter. Here, the investigation
is directed on small and specific changes, most often a number of single alterations
that enhance the understanding of the local structure–activity relationship (SAR).
It is with this part of the lead optimization process that bioisosteric replace-
ments are most important, as opposed to the diversity design where bioisosteric
replacements will not necessarily provide sufficient information about the global
chemical space [13].

Bioisosteric replacement is often considered when the aims are to maintain
enzyme potency while optimizing additional properties, such as cellular penetration,
solubility, metabolism, toxicity, and so on. This principle is often referred to as
multiobjective optimization (MOOP) or multiparameter optimization (MPO) [12].
There are many ways in which one can address multiple objectives, but it is important
to understand the landscape of the trade-off surface between each of the important
objectives, including an understanding of parameters that may be correlated with each other (Figure 1.1).

The combination of identifying bioisosteric replacements in a lead molecule together with the multiobjective prioritization of virtual molecules in that chemical series for synthesis provides the medicinal chemist with the key information for making design decisions in a therapeutic project. The approaches to identifying these replacements will be covered in Parts Two and Three of this book, but they can all be applied in this challenge.

1.5 Conclusions

The origins of isosterism have been traced back to the early twentieth century, most notably in the work of Langmuir, which also gave the concept its name. The extension of isosterism through Grimm and Erlenmeyer paved the way to the definition of bioisosterism, largely promulgated by Friedman and Thornber. Moving from a definition of isosterism that focused specifically on the electronic makeup of isosteres to a more functional outlook in terms of biological properties was a major step forward toward what we today call bioisosterism.
Bioisosterism is now one of the most important tools that medicinal chemists have at their disposal. Through shrewd application of bioisosteres that have experimental precedent or have been identified by theoretical calculations, the medicinal chemist is now well prepared with highly effective tools that have been demonstrated to be of great utility in therapeutic design programs. The remaining chapters in this part will detail the key theories behind bioisosteres and their replacement.
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